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‘ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT’

Introduction from the CEO

Working Together for Better Results

It is my firm belief to provide the highest quality of care for all patients. To do this, it is important to have a
strong team ethic and to choose and develop the right person. A successful team is based on trust, mutual
understanding and sharing the same vision. You can be part of that team.
I founded Synergy Dental in 2007 and currently provides dental services across the UK. Our success is built on
team work, patient focus and a genuine drive to deliver the highest quality of care for all patients. We have a
strong focus on training and development and having several Education Supervisors (Vocational Trainers), we
ensure that all dentists and DCPs can be trained and developed to the level that they aspire. I have worked
closely with our team of Clinicians/Trainers to develop a digital training platform for our entire team.
Our vision is to provide the highest quality of care through Dental Joint Venture Partnerships. We provide Head
Dentists at each site the business support services that they require so that they can free up their time in
providing the highest degree of clinical care to their patients. We can either buy a new practice in partnership
or you can buy into an existing Synergy practice, let Synergy buy into your existing dental practice or have a
fresh brand of your own which we will support.
Having robust Clinical Governance Systems in place with a strong Marketing Team and Central Accounting
Management all linked with bespoke IT Systems as well as Buying, Merchandising and Operation Support, we
are able to ensure that the quality of services and support at each practice excels. As leaders in our field and
being part of several diﬀerent Local Dental Committees, ensures that we are able to keep up with the cutting
edge changes and innovations in private dentistry.
Being a practicing dentist myself, I fully understand the natural next steps that an associate dentist would like
to take in their career in owning their own practice. However, the financial, marketing, governance and
business know how and experience that I have built over the last 15 years can hugely benefit an associate
dentist. Our partnership model can also benefit a dentist who wants to enjoy their clinical work whilst we
manage every other aspect required in managing a dental practice or group.
I believe in equal risk and equal benefits, this means that the house doesn’t always win, we all win. All central
mananagement functions and expenses are paid for and covered by the Synergy Dental Group, so you don’t
need to worry about those large expenses of running a successful dental practice.
If you share the same vision as Synergy and feel that you are suitable to be part of our JVP Programme in
owning your own dental practice, get in touch.
Dr Zuber Bagasi
Synergy Dental CEO
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‘YOUR FUTURE’
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Synergy Dental founded by in 2007,
now has branches across the UK.
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“This was a new squat practice
and at first I thought that it will
take at least 6 months before we
start to get a full diary. I was
absolutely astonished when I was
informed that we had over 600
new patients registered at the
practice within a 4 week timescale
even before we opened our doors
on day 1. Synergy’s marketing
strategy and trusted name has
clearly allowed this to happen.
Thanks guys!”
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“We have now been open for 4
weeks and looking at my
appointment diary, we are booked
for 6 days a week. I am so excited!
The hard work and support that
has been oﬀered to me by Team
Synergy has been outstanding. My
advice to anyone thinking about
setting up with Synergy: ‘Act Now
and don’t be left behind!’

“After an initial application
process to join Synergy, I was
successful to be oﬀered this
position as a Head Dentist. I know
that there was a lot of competition
for this position and fortunate to
be able to work so closely with a
trusted and successful group. I
have never looked back since.”

Why partner with Synergy Dental?
A trusted name
Synergy Dental oﬀers services to all patients and has a clear pricing method for patients. Research has shown
that one of the biggest barriers to obtaining dental services is the lack of transparency of dental bills. Synergy
believes in patient choice and transparency and all our fees are readily available in the practice and on our
websites. An already trusted reputation greatly benefits Joint Venture Partners resulting in new patient growth
and increased treatment plan acceptance.
We also support developing a new brand with your bespoke treatment costs and services or building your
existing brand with the benefit of an award winning team for full business, marketing, back oﬃce, HR, IT and
digital support. You have the opportunity to grow your own brand through further acquisitions or start-ups.
Ambassador of high quality services
Synergy believe in providing the highest quality of dental services for our patients. To achieve this, we have
invested hundreds of thousands in state of the art equipment, digital radiography, IT systems and most
importantly, staﬀ training. A modern and well organised clinic ensures that patients can benefit from the
latest in dental technology and high quality services. We have won awards to recognise our commitment in
delivering high quality services.
Clinical Freedom
We encourage all our dentists to develop themselves clinically and professionally. As a Head Dentist and
Practice Owner, we encourage you to provide not only treatments available on the NHS e.g. Root Canal
Treatments and Surgical Extractions, but also more advanced private treatment such as Teeth Whitening,
Composite Bonding, Veneers, Implants, Crowns and Bridgework. Synergy promotes best practice and
evidence based dentistry and as such will support you to provide the quality of services you want for your
patients. Synergy Dental takes a multi-discipline view to dental services and provides all areas dentistry
including NHS and private dental care. These include: Cosmetic Dental Treatment; Teeth Whitening; Dental
Sedation; Implants with Bone Augmentation and Sinus Lifts; Facial Aesthetics including Dermal Fillers and
Botox; Orthodontic Treatment including Invisible Braces.
You can choose which services you want to add or take oﬀ from your own personalised practice. Our pool of
Clinicians will also support your practice as visiting Clinicians for services you don’t provide, eg Dental
Implants.
Clinical Development
Synergy understands that although most Clinicians aspire to provide a range of advanced treatments for their
patients, they may not always have the necessary skills and training to provide these. The General Dental
Council has stipulated in their scope of practice and standards guidance that all dental professionals must
have the necessary skills and experience as well as suitable mentoring to be able to provide specific
treatments to their patients. At Synergy, we provide direct and indirect mentoring and organise the most
appropriate clinical training for our team. For example, if you aspire to provide Dental Implants, we can
mentor you with 1 to 1 supervision in developing your dental implant skills. Our certified courses in Restorative
Dentistry and certified course in Implant Dentistry will develop your career and skills. These courses are fully
complementary.
Business Development and growth
With experience, we have been able to develop new and existing practices with our Joint Venture Partners
and doubled the current turnover within a 3-6 month period. For new practice start-ups, we have had
between 600-700 patients on our waiting list even before we have launched the practice. There is no limit to
the number of patients that a practice can register and we develop the practice to meet patient demands.
Our newly established practices have between 4000 to 12000 patients registered on their books.
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“I was provided all the necessary training as a Head Dentist to be able to
successfully run and manage our practice… without taking any short-cuts!”

Support to our Partners
Clinical Governance
Every one of our practices have a BDA Good Practice Award and are CQC Certified.
Synergy understands the commitments and energy required to meet and implement current Department of
Health regulations, including best practice standards whilst managing your own practice, patients and
continuous personal development. To provide a safe, consistent and high quality service, we have created
bespoke Clinical Governance systems to allow each one of our practices to meet and implement Health &
Safety regulations including:
1) Implementations of the Care Quality Commission (CQC) requirements in England and Wales.
2) Infection Control Requirements - Essential and Best Practice in HTM 01-05
3) GDC Standards Guidance
4) IRMER Regulations
5) Risk Assessments and Clinical Audit
6) Health and Safety Policies
We have a dedicated team of staﬀ who will initially implement our Clinical Governance framework at each
new practice and then train both you and your team be able eﬀectively manage and implement the systems
through our bespoke practice management software.
If you are a young practitioner aiming to provide your patients safe and the very best treatment, you must
firstly understand and implement Clinical Governance policies and protocols. This may take you years even
with the appropriate level of mentoring. However, Synergy Dental recognises this and have developed a
programme to help you understand, implement and coordinate a safe and highly eﬀective practice. This
means that you are able to spend more time and concentrate on providing clinical care for your patients.
Leave the hard work to us.
Our dedicated Clinical Governance Manager will support you through any Clinical Governance
Requirements e.g. NHS practice Inspections, BDA Good Practice Award, IT Governance etc.
Staﬀ Training & Development
Our Educational Supervisors as well as lead clinicians, nurses and managers provide training and support for all
staﬀ members. Whether you want to develop professionally, clinically or enhance your management skills, our
dedicated team will ensure that you are fully equipped to be able to provide a range of dental services as well
as run a successful business.
As a Head Dentist at your new Franchise practice, you will be trained on the following:
1) Dental Sedation Mentoring.
2) Dental Implants Mentoring with accreditation from the Association of Dental Implantology (ADI) for
Implant Mentoring.
3) Advanced Treatment Planning skills.
4) Preparation techniques for Crown and Bridgework.
5) Practice Management and Business skills.
6) Personnel Management including Appraisals and Recruitment.
7) Mentoring on becoming an Educational Supervisor (Vocational Trainer).
8) Support and development services for Dental Nurses and Admin Staﬀ.
All our dentists meet at our Head Oﬃce monthly for a 'study circle' where we have the opportunity
to train advanced skills such as Implants and Advanced Restorative via our LIVE Video and training
facility.
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‘MAKE YOURSELF RECOGNISED’

Support to our Partners
Marketing and PR
In a highly competitive market place, eﬀective and strategic marketing campaigns are crucial in being able to
develop successful practices. We have invested thousands through our expert Marketing Team who ensures
that we stay at the cutting edge of social media; online marketing; high Google rankings and SEO; branding;
print and design services; service advertisement; community awareness; political input as well as patient
feedback and testimonials to ensure that each practice is delivering the highest level of care for all our
patients.
We produce highly eﬀective press advertisements; high quality leaflets and brochures; well established
websites; education to local schools and other PR activity to raise the profile of our trusted brand. Each site is
visited by our Marketing Manager regularly to ensure that local strategies are implemented and tailor-made.
As a new practice owner, you will benefit immensely with our current marketing and PR profile. Each practice
receives new NHS and private patient enquiries daily and we register on average 200 patients a month. So you
can concentrate on treating and providing a great dental service for your patients. We have a very strong
digital presence including Social Media and work closely with influencers.
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Highly Commended 2015

WINNER - Dentist of the Year 2013/14
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‘BE A TRUE PROFESSIONAL’

Support to our Partners
Information Technology
Eﬀective IT systems are key and the backbone for any successful business and service. Synergy has therefore
developed its own bespoke Information Technology systems to be able to oﬀer each practice the ability to
record and access Clinical Governance Systems; Practice Accounts; Personnel Management and Appraisal;
Clinical Audits and Risk Assessments; Marketing Profile and Results; as well as the ability to communicate
promptly with each clinician or senior staﬀ at other Synergy Branches. This has been made possible by cloud
computing and data sharing technology.
Our investment in Information Technology has allowed data recording and monitoring by a central team as
well as secure communication between branches. This ensures that the daily, weekly, and monthly activities
are recorded, analysed and finally reported to our central management team on aspects of business management. Clinicians are also able to share clinical opinion and oﬀer indirect supervision on treatment plans and
cases on this secured platform from any other branch.
We also work closely with Dentally, at each site allowing excellent support services for our patient dental
records. Further, our bespoke preventative patient treatment plan IT system allows practitioners to deliver the
most appropriate preventative treatment plan for patients implementing NICE recall guidance and the Delivering Better Oral Health Toolkit.
Each J V Partner has access to the full dashboard on practice performance from anywhere at any time from
their mobile or desktop device in real time.
Accounts and Legals
Our Central Accounting Management ensures accurate and comprehensive information, essential for a
successful business. Our accounting team provides our partners with the following support services:
Monthly Profit and Loss Summary
Payroll
PAYE Returns & HMRC Filings
Daily Cashing Up and Banking Verification
Invoices Payment
Practice Performance Data
We also oﬀer financial support to our partners for new or further acquisitions of dental practices.
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‘DENTAL INNOVATION AND DESIGN’

Support to our Partners
Property Services, Development
A successful business relies on the acquisition of the most appropriate location for delivering our services. At
Synergy, our experienced acquisition team of property specialists ensures that not only do we locate a
property which has maximum impact on the local market, but also organise and manage the following:
Bespoke Architect Practice Designs
Planning Consents including Building Regulations and Signage Consents.
Contract Management of Practice Refurbishment
Security
Ongoing Property Maintenance
Lease and Rent Negotiations
Practice Design
Synergy Dental’s practice design was developed by a professional design consultancy and incorporates the
professional requirements of our dental partners. Our contemporary design takes into consideration the
patient journey, feedback and warm and welcoming environment. We understand the importance of
customer service and patient well-being. Thus, this ethos has been integrated into our design philosophy. We
can use our expertise to design a bespoke practice design and branding for your personalised brand.
Information Technology & Equipment
Synergy Dental strives to stay in the cutting edge of dentistry and thus ensures that all our practices benefit
from the latest in dental technology. We invest in digital radiography, latest materials, modern dental chairs,
Best Practice in Infection Control equipment and design including washer disinfectors and steam autoclaves.
We work closely with Henry Schein, Kavo Dental and Eschmann for our dental equipment – market leaders in
quality dental equipment.
Latest in dental technology means that you can provide your patients with the highest quality and the most
advanced dental treatments. It also means that you are able to benefit with eﬃciency, cost eﬀectiveness and
dentistry that does not become stressful!
We have CT Scanners at some sites, including full rotary & digital work flows.
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How does the
JVP Work?
The Joint Venture Partnership
Synergy Dental supports Clinicians to run their own business.
The dental practice is named as a contract holder as an incorporated practice on the NHS Contract. You will
own 50% of the shares of the company and a Director.
We support the development of your own practice brand so that you are able to build your own group
through further acquisitions, tendering or start-ups. We will provide the full turn key solutions including
recruitment and training for new associates and staﬀ.
We will support you in your exit plan too.
Freehold and Leasehold Property
There may also be an opportunity to purchase the full freehold property. Otherwise, there will be a leasehold
agreement set up by our legal team with the new company and the landlord.
Finance Arrangements
We can tailor financial borrowing to meet your needs. For example, you can invest 50% of the new practice &
Synergy will fund 50%.
You may decide to invest 25% now and then another 25% in 12 - 36 months. We can arrange that to help you.
We are flexible and supportive.
For practice owners who are converting into a J V Partner, we pay extremely competitive market value rates.
Our finances are secure.
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Running Costs
The services provided to the practice by Synergy Dental helps to develop and grow the business. All central
management costs and services will be bourne by the Synergy Dental Group. The daily and monthly running
costs are met by the practice which includes PAYE and salaries, rent and rates, consumables/stock, lab fees
etc.

Initial Investment
Shareholder (YOU) 50% (flexible)
Synergy 50%

Practice Turnover

Your own
associate fee
No central
management fee
Practice Expense

Practice Net Profit
50% Share Profit
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How does the Joint Venture
Partnership Work?
As the practice grows, the value of the practice also grows and therefore the value of your shares will increase.
Thus, your initial investment is not just rewarded by practice profits but an increased equity value in the
business. Synergy Dental has been successful in winning new and additional NHS dental contracts and thus
has increased the growth of the business substantially. With experience in dental tendering and providing a
high quality dental service, we have been able to secure new NHS dental service provision for new and existing practices. This means that as the practice turnover increases, so does the profit element for our partners.
Furthermore, an increased NHS contract increases the valuation of the practice raising the shareholding value
for our partners.
As a partner, if you decide to sell your share of the practice, shareholding of a successful practice will have
increased substantially. Thus, you will acquire a large capitals gain on your initial investment.
As a partner, you may also wish to invest into a 2nd or 3rd practice whether under ‘Synergy Dental’ or your
own brand. We will support you with this.
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What to do next
If you wish to be considered for one of our Joint Venture Partnership practices, come in and see us at our HQ:
Synergy Dental Group
Oceanic House
Navigation Business Park
94 Waters Meeting Road
Bolton
BL1 8SW
At this stage, you can discuss and questions you may have about the Joint Venture Partnership and the current
locations we have available for the Joint Venture Partnership. This allows you to make an informed decision
about joining our team.
Good Luck!

CONTACT US
Should you have any questions about the JVP programme, please email our us on:
info@synergydental.org.uk

Working Together for Better Results

